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Questions by Michigan A (Berdichevsky, Elitzur, and Goodman)
TOSSUPS
T 1. Though first published in 1621, its author would enlarge and rerelease it for the next thirty years of his life. The book is made up
of a long introduction and tlu·ee pm1s that deal successively with the nature and symptoms of the title condition, the care for it, and
finally two special forms of it--one associated with love and the other with religion. Aside from the immense number of anecdotes it
offers, the author also gave himself the pseudonym, Democritus Jr., underlining the humorous tone of the volume. FTP identify this
early medical treatise and work of literature by Robel1 BUl1on.
Answer: The ANATOMY OF MELANCHOL Y
T2. Originally from St, Petersburg, he was a teacher at Harvard for 45 years and founded the Institute of Economic Analysis. His
most famous theOI)' was often applied in determining the levels of resources necessary to produce a desired outcome for planned or
developing economies. Other works include _The Future Impact of Automation on Workers _ and the two volume _Essays
in Economics _. FTP name this man whose work on the input-output method won him the 1973 Nobel Prize.
Answer: Wassily _LEONTIEF_
T3 . After an American known as "Long Knife" seized the fOl1s at Cahokia and Kaskaskia, Blitish General Henry Hamilton traveled
south from Detroit with Indian allies. In October 1778, he seized this fOl1 from Virginia rebels. With only 175 men, the Americans
undeIWent a forced march from Kentud.:y back into Indiana in February of 1779. FTP, identify this fort on the Wabash River, site of
George Rogers Clark victOI)' during the American Revolution.
Answer:

VINCENNES

T4. In the context of ring theOl)', this sub-structure of a ling is somewhat analagous with a nOimal subgroup in that it allows for the
fOimation of a quotient ring. Rather than being thought of as a subling, it is more properly considered as a module over the ring that it
comes from, since it is closed under mUltiplication by any element from the ambient ling. FTP, name this structure whose most
important types are prime and maximal.
Answer: - IDEAL - structure
T5. Although he began his album _ Geltin It _ with the promise that it would be his last, 1999 saw the retum of this west coast rapper
with the release of _Can't Stay Away _. Oliginally from Oakland, his trademark call of bitch (bee-atch) resonates through all eleven
of his bestselling albums including _Get In Where You Fit In_, ]uck My Car _, and _Cocktales_. FTP identify this raunchy rap
superstar who espouses the player lifestyle even though he's not vel)' tall.
Answer:

TOO SHORT

T6. Before devoting himself to philosophy this man worked as a psychologist and published a seminal book on psychopathology . He
first presented his thoughts in a three volume work called _Philosophy _, and elaborated these ideas in later works such as _The
Question of German Guilt . His thought rests on the distinction between two states of being: dasein (dah-sine) and existenz. While
dasein refers to existence in an ordinary and minimal sense, existenz refers to an authentic being, which can only be reached in
encounters with boundm), situations. FTP identify this leading exponent of Gelman existentialism who wrote _Reason and Existence_.
Answer: Karl JASPERS
T7 . Home to the Gemsbok national park in South Africa, prominent surface features of it include the Okavango Swamp, the
Malkgadikgadi Pans, and Lake Ngami. Much of the region is covered by two types of sand, generally reddish brown in the south, and
grayish white in the nOl1h, and it is inhabited by the nomadic Khoikhoi and San people. FTP identify this desert that covers the
western two thirds of Botswana and was first crossed in 1849 by Livingstone and Oswell.
Answer: - KALAHARI - Desel1
T8. Three years after his legacy had been assured this man had to defeat forces led by his fonner second in command at the Battle of
Las Salinas. Originally a swineherd, his pact with Diego de Almagro tumed sour after Charles V made him sole commander of the
Spanish aImy that left Panama in 1531 and UlTived in Caj amarca to topple an empire. FTP identify this conquistador who toppled
Athualpa and founded Lima.
Answer: Francisco PIZARRO

T9. It contains a specialized space called the fOUIth ventricle, and its floor houses the largest cranial nerve, the sixth. Made up of
massive bundles of fibers that start in the cerebrum and sweep backward to the cerebellum, this connection makes skilled acts that
require coordination of sight, hearing, and muscular movement possible. FTP identify this neural structure lying above the medulla
oblongata, whose name is Latin for "bridge."
Answer:

PONS

Tl O. The cat is the first to recognize this title character, who was supposedly callied across the street by two men named Kurtz and
Popescu after being killed . When a hotel pOiter claims that he saw another man callying the body, he ends up being murdered, and a
police infOimant named Joseph Harbin tums up dead in the coffin instead of the elusive main character. Directed by Carol Reed, its
screenplay was written in the cafes of Vienna by Reed, Graham Greene, and the actor who played the title character. FTP, name this
1949 film, that featured Orson Welles being chased through sewers as the aforementioned character, Hany Lime.
Answer: The _THIRD MAN_ (accept HallY Lime on an early buzz)
T II. A bridge in the middle of the painting extends across a body of water, which is flanked on both sides by dark green trees. A
young man dressed in a red coat and callying a long walking stick gazes from his position on the left to the woman on his right, who is
naked save for a white blanket, and nurses a baby. FTP this is the scene of what 1508 canvas which is illumined by the weird light of
a thunderstOlm, often hailed as the greatest work of Giorgione.
Answer: The TEMPEST
T12. As the novel opens a dwarf is tlu'own out of a room by his lover at the Chateau Mirabella. Later Abe Kusich and Earle Shoop,
the wannabe cowboy, accompany the protagonist to a brutal cock fight; meanwhile a strange man with large hands has his heart
broken by the starlet Faye Greener. And the novel ends with him hying to leave Los Angeles during a riot at Khan's movie theater.
FTP identify this 1939 novel that focuses on set designer Tod Hackett and his friendship with Homer Simpson.
Answer: The DAY OF THE LOCUST

-

-

T 13. Bom in 1908, after he was dismissed from a diplomatic post in Belgium, he became a high school French teacher. A founder of
his nation's Labor Party, he led the anti-fascist resistance and became first secretary in 1943. A hard-core Stalinist, he opposed Tito
but in 1961 became disenchanted with Kluuschev, broke with the Soviets himself, and allied with Mao. FTP, identify this dicatator of
Albania from 1943 to 1985.
Answer: Enver JIOXl-IA_ (pronounced I-IOE-ja)
T14. It was Cardinal Pole who condemned this man to death. I-Ie first gained fame by f0l111Ulating the 42 mticles ofreligion and
preparing the lirst and second prayer books of Edward VI. l-lis association with this monarch proved to be his downfall, however;
after the ascension of Mary he was sent to the Tower of London, and later bumed at the stake in 1556. FTP identify this leader of the
refOimation who was made archbishop of CanterbUIY in 1533.
Answer: Thomas CRANMER
TIS. In its most basic 1'01111, Ampere's Law is COiTect under the assumption that the conduction CUlTent is constant with respect to
time, but it can be false in the case of a discontinous cUlTenl. Maxwell solved this problem by introducing, FTP, what telm that is the
product of the pel111ittivity offree space and the time derivative of the flux of the electric field?
Answer:

DISPLACEMENT CURRENT

Tl6. When he finds out that the ring given to him by his dead wife Leah has been traded for a monkey, he realizes how badly his
daughter has betrayed him. Along with Tubal he chmts the progress of celtain vessels on their way to the title city. When the three
months elapse, he is defeated in his quest for justice in an encounter with a boy named Baltazar, \-vho is actually the lover of Bassanio.
FTP identify this complex Shakespearean personage who demands a pound of flesh from Antonio, _The Merchant of Venice_.
Answer:

SHYLOCK

T17. A student of Woodrow Wilson and Herbert Adams at Johns Hopkins, he rejected the latter's "Gelm TheOIY." While writing for
the Chicago Inter-Ocean in the 1880s, he opined that American policymakers were too parochial and Isolationist. In the essay, "The
Significance of HistOIY," he asserted that American studies be divorced from European , and be more inclusive of economics, myth
and theology, and social elements. fTP, identify this Wisconsin based social historian, author of the 1893 thesis, "The Significance of
the Frontier in Amelican HistOIY ."
Answer: Fredelic Jackson TURNER
T18. A man with this name appears as a sympathetic character in a Euripides play where his daughter Glauce is killed by the
avenging wife of Jason. But his more famous portrayal involves sending his son Haemon to death, along with his sister, Jocasta's,
daughter. FTP identify this mythological regent who rules Thebes after Oedipus and condemns Antigone.
Answer:

CREON

T19. According to the first law of thelmodynamics, in this type of process, the change in the system's intemal energy is exclusively
due to the work done by, or on, the system. This is, FTP, what type of process, defined as one in which no heat is transfen·ed between
the system and its sUIToundings?
Answer:

ADIABATIC

T20. In its preface the author explains the title which comes from an old trick used by seamen when they are whaling. In it a father
leaves a legacy to his three sons, a coat each, with directions that they not be altered. But soon Peter, Jack, and Martin begin to add
decorations, and then begin to quan·e\ with one another, much like the different factions of the church in 18th centUIY England. FTP
name this satire on religion by Jonathan Swift .
Answer: The TALE OF A TUB
T21. Founded in the early seventeenth centUIY, at its height this state extended its domination over much of Westem Africa. After
establishing a COIVS of women soldiers, King Agaja seized Alladah and it became a major supplier in the slave trade. Although the
Oyo kingdom would impede its growth, its power was revived by King Gezo, while its last king, Behanzin, was exiled by France. FTP
identify this state whose cool ass name was used by Benin from 1960 to 1975.
Answer:

DAl-IOMEY

T22. This novel takes place in the town of I1heus and follows the life of a poor migrant worker whose skills in the kitchen and the
bedroom bling her to the attention of Nacib Saad, a restaurant owner. Meanwhile Mundinho Falcao is tlying to get himself elected by
divorcing himself from his class status. By the end of the novel the title character has eamed ajob in Saad's kitchen and Falcao has
been elected as the leader of a new govemmenL FTP identify this 1958 work, the mastelviece of Brazilian author Jorge Amado.
Answer: _GABRIELA, CLOVE AND CINNAMON_
T23. It was this man who introduced the work of Pareto to America in the 30s as a lecturer at Harvard, where he founded the
Depm1ment of Social Relations. In his work he tried to illustrate how individuals and societies satisfy their basic functional needs of
goal attainment, integration, adaptation, and maintenance of basic values. His key works include _The Social System _ and _The
General TheOIY of Action _. fTP identify this important sociologist most famed for his functionalist classic _The Stmcture of Social
Action .
Answer: Talcott - PARSONST24. It begins when an attractive, red-haired woman eating an apple gets on the sub,vay and begins a flil1atious conversation with a
young black man. She begins to needle him, and as her banter escalates Clay begins to lose control until finally he slaps her and in a
rage filled monologue tells Lula and the audience of his hue, often masked hatred for white people. She then stabs him, and as it ends
another young black man begins to get on the train. fTP identify this one act play by Imamu Amiri Bm·aka.
Answer:

DUTCHMAN

T25. _The Castle of Crossed Destinies_was wlitten to accompany a pack of tarot cards, while _Invisible Cities _ centers on poetic
discourses between Kublai Khan and Marco Polo. In _If on a Winter's Night a Traveller_, the reader is the main character in a series
of never-ending stOIies. This penchant for fantasy also iruluenced a trilogy he wrote inspired by his counlIy's epic_ Orlando Furioso_.
FTP name this man most famous for his first work, based on expeliences in the Italian Resistance, _The Path to the Nest of Spiders_.
Answer: Halo - CAL VINO -
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B 1. Identify the following about a Civil War battle for the stated number of points.
1. Taking place from May 2 to May 6, 1863 this battle was a major strategic victOlY for the South, but proved deadly for Lee's right
hand man, Stonewall Jackson. Name it for 5 points
Answer: _CHANCELLORSVILLE_
2. The losing general had just been named to replace Ambrose BUlllside as commander of the Anny of the Potomac before the events
at Chancellorsville. Name this Union commander FTP.
Answer: Joseph _I-IOOKER_
3. This man guarded Lee's rear as he defeated I-looker at the battle, but he may be better known for his later defeat at Cedar Creek by
Philip Shelidan. Name this Southem general for 15 points.
Answer: Jubal T. EARL Y
B2. Identify the following artists given a desCIiption FTP each.
1. Her memoirs entitled _Souvenirs _ dealt with her life at the royal court, where she became the official painter to Marie-Antoinette
and executed twenty portraits of her and her family .
Answer: Elisabeth Louise - VIGEE-LEBRUN2. Although she may be better known as the model in various pictures by Edouard Manet, this fom1er pupil of Corot depicted women
in domestic settings in paintings such as 1869's _The Sisters_ and 1884's _Young Woman Dressing for a Ball_.
Answer: Berthe- MORISOT3. Aside from having a famous brother named Paul, she had an affair with Rodin as she helped him finish _The Gates ofHell_,
without receiving much credit. Her own works include 1890's bronze statue _Girl with a Sheaf _.
Answer: Camille CLAUDEL
B3. Identify the following tedious 19th centUIY novels from a description FTP each. If you need the author, you'll receive S points.
1. 10 points--This 1860 work concems the confusion over Laura Fairlie and Anne Catherick, who are almost the same person; at least
that's what Sir Percival Glyde and Count Fosco want Walter Hartright to believe.
S points--Wilkie Collins
Answer: The - WOMAN IN WI-liTE2. 10 points--In this 1848 novel a painter moves into the titular abode \ovith her son; meanwhile Gilbert Markham mistakes Helen
Graham's brother for the evil husband Arthur Huntingdon.
5 points--Anne Bronte
Answer: The TENANT OF WILDFELL HALL
3. 10 points--In this 1890 work, a young Alexandrian named Paphnutius tries to lead an ascetic life but is haunted by erotic dreams of
the title character.
5 points--Anatole France
Answer: THAIS
B4. Identify the following concepts related to the diffraction and polaIization of light FTP each. All of them are named for scientists.
1. This type of dim-action pattem through a single slit happens when the incident light rays are not parallel, and the observing screen
is a finite distance from the slit.
Answer: FRESNEL
2. The "critelion" named aner him states that two images fonned by an apelture are just distinguishable if the central maximum of the
diffraction pattem for one image falls on the first minimum of the other image.
Answer: - RAYLEIGH 3. When light reJ1ected from a dielectric is completely polarized, the angle of incidence is such that the rellected and refracted beams
fOl1n a right angle. This angle of incidence, and the equation relating it to the index of refraction of the reflecting medium, are both
naI11ed for this man.
Answer: BREWSTER

B5. Answer the following about a mythologicalligure for the stated number of points.
I. This Irish hero is raised in the forest by a poet, tastes the salmon of knowledge, and serves the high King of Tara during his
fabulous adventures. Name him for 5 points.
Answer: ]INN MACCOOL_ (or ]IONN MAC CUMI-IAIL.J
2. Finn MacCool has two wives. The first, Sedb, bore him this son, a legendary bard who the poet James Macpherson tried to pass
off as the author of some 18th centUl}, poems. Name him FTP.
Answer: _OSSIAN_ (or _OISIN.J
3. One of the most important parts of the Fenian cycle is a tale conceming the adultel}, of Finn's second wife with his kinsman. For
15 points, name this pair of lovers, or name this tale of the Fenian cycle.
Answer: The Pursuit of - DARMUID- and - GRAINNEB6. Answer the following about tax refOim in the I 980s FTP each.
I. This junior New Jersey senator joined supply side conselvative to issue a 1982 bill cutting the top tax rate from 50% to 30%.
Answer: Bill - BRADLEY2. This fOI111er CEO of MelTill Lynch directed the TreasUI}' Department's response to Bradley, offering more deductions and a 35%
rate.
Answer: Donald REGAN
3. The final package, \vhich retained tax breaks for logging companies, was authored by this Oregonian, Chair of the Senate Finance
Committee.
Answer: Robert PACKWOOD
B7. How much do you know about the study of Intelligence? Answer the following FTP each.
I . Evel}'body knows that Alfred Binet developed one of the original intelligence tests, but it was this man who took that work and
developed the concept of IQ.
Answer: William STERN
2. As president ofthe American Psychological Association this man changed Binet's scale to total points and then used it to create the
alpha and beta army tests to evaluate incoming recIUits.
Answer: Charles - YERKES3. This man conducted experiments for the national govemment on immigrants at Ellis Island, but is more famous for coining the
telm "moron" during his study of the inbred Kallikak family .
Answer: Hemy H. _GODDARD_
B8. Identify these members of the 1984 U.S. Olympic men's basketball team for the stated number of points.
I . He played with Michael Jordan in college at North Carolina, and he was picked fourth overall by Dallas in the '84 NBA draft. He
also played for the Lakers and Sanies, and cUlTently plays for the Pacers. Name him for 5 points.
Answer: Sam - PERKINS2. He made the Olympic team after his freshman year at Indiana, and eventually led the Hoosiers to the 1987 NCAA Championship.
He is cUlTently the head coach at Iowa , and a possible heir apparent to Bobby Knight as the coach of Indiana. Name him FTP.
Answer: Steve - ALFORD3. A guard from Arkansas, he set an NBA single-season record for steals in 1986 with 30 I while playing for San Antonio. He later
played for Detroit and Toronto. Name him for 15 points.
Answer: Alvin - ROBERTSONB9. Identify the following about a modem author FTP each.
1. He has wlitten a number of critically acclaimed books .vhich take place in the American Southwest including _Child of God_,
_The Crossing _, and _Blood Meridian_.
Answer: Cormac MCCARTHY
2. COimac McCarthy's most famous group of works is this tlilogy, which takes place both in Texas and Mexico.
Answer: The _BOIIDER_trilogy or series or whatever the fuck
3. The first book of the Border Tlilogy, it recounts the adventures of John Grady Cole with his friends Blevins and Rawlins, and his
love of the Don's daughter, Alejandra.
Answer: - ALL THE PRETTY HORSES-

B 1O. Identify the following telms that relate to the basic stlUcture of real numbers FTP each.
1. This inequality states for any real numbers a and b, the absolute value of a plus b is less than or equal to the absolute value of a plus
the absolute value of b.
Answer: _TRIANGLE_ inequality
2. This axiom states that any non-empty subst:t of the real numbers that is bounded above has a finite least upper bound.
Ans.ver: COMPLETENESS axiom
3. The rational numbers are an example of this type of subset, where any two real numbers have an element of the subset in between
them.
Answer: DENSE subset
B 11 . Identify the following about a composer FTP each.
1. Though he considered taking holy orders as a youth he stuck with music and produced _ Sapho _ in 1851, and three years later
adopted _Le Medecin Malgre Lui _ into a velY successful example of opera comique.
Answer: Charles - GOUNOD 2. Gounod's most famous work, it was Queen Victoria's favorite opera and focused primarily on the love between Gretchen and the
title character.
Answer: FAUST
3. Though often accused of oversentimentalizing his work, it tumed out well in this operatic adaptation of a famed Shakespeare play
whose minor characters include friar Laurence and Baltasar.
Answer: _ROMEO ET JULIETTE_ (accept English equivalents)
B 12. Identify the following about an event in Serb HistOlY FTP each.
1. In 1389, the Serbs were defeated by the Ottomans at the battle of the Field of Blackbirds, in this province.
Answer: KOSOVO_
2. This Serbian Prince argued that it would be better to be decimated in ballie like waJTiors, than to sun'ender like dogs. His men
assasinated him.
Answer: LAZAR I
3. Like Lazar, this Ottoman sultan who founded the JanissaJies was assasinated by his own men. He was succeeded by his son
Beyazid.
Answer: - MURAD - I
B13. Identify the following plays by Anton Chekhov from characters on a 10-5 basis.
1. 10 points--Ilya Telyegin; Mikhail Astrav; Sonya Aleksondrovna
5 points--Elena Andreyevna; Aleksandr Serebl}'akov
Answer: UNCLE VANYA
2. 10 points--hina Arkadina; BOIis Trigorin
5 points--Nina Zarechnaya; Konstantin Trepliov
Answer: The - SEAGULL 3. 10 points--Aleksandr Vershinin; fyodor Kulygin; Baron Tuzenbach
5 points--Andrey; Olga, Masha, and Ilina Prozorov
Answer: TI-tREE SISTERS
B 14. Answer the following conceming Michigan's favorite disease syphilis FTP each.
1. In 1905 Schaudinn discovered that this organism was the culprit.
Answer: TREPONEMA PALLIDUM
2. This is the antibody like substance that shows up in the bloodstream as a result of the interaction between body tissue and the
treponema pallidum.
Answer: REAGIN_
3. In 1907 a Gel1nan bacteriologist developed a test which searched human blood for reagin to detell11ine if someone was infected
with the disease. Name the bacteliologist, and you've named the test.
Answer: WASSERMAN test

B 15. Identify these geographical features in and around the United Kingdom FTP each.
I. This bay off the east coast of Ireland is named for one of the counties that it borders along with Sligo and Mayo.
Answer: _DONEGAL_ Bay
2. This area of water lies on the west coast of Scotland and has Fife to the nOl1h and Edinburgh on its southem coastline.
Answer: - FIRST OF FORTI-I3. This mountain lies in the north east section of Wales in Gwynned.
Answer: Mount - SNOWDONB 16. Given a description identify the following about Iran in the 1950's FTP each.
I. After his 1952 election, this socialist Prime Minister nationalized the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, angeling western govemments.
Answer: Mohammed _MOSSADEQ _
2. In 1953, with U.S. and British suppOl1, this man ovelthrew Mossadeq.
Answer: Shah Mohammed Reza - P MILA VI 3. With the assistance of the CIA, the Shah soliditied power by organizing this secret police force.
Answer: SA VAK
B 17. Identi[y the following Nobel-Prize winning physicists from descriptions of their prize-winning discoveries FTP each.
I. Perhaps the most undeserving winner of all-time, he eamed the 1912 Prize for his invention of automatic regulators for use in
conjunction with gas accumulators for illuminating lighthouses and buoys.
Answer: Nils Gustaf DALEN
2. He won the 1985 Nobel Prize [or discovering that in the proper conditions of low temperatures and strong magnetic fields, a Iwodimensional system of electrons in a semi-conductor exhibits a quantized conductivity, an effect known as the quantized Hall effect.
Answer: Klaus von KLITZING
3. He improved on the radiation detecting capability of the cloud chamber by using a liquid, often liquid hydrogen, instead of a
supercooled gas to trace the path of ions produced by charged particles, eaming the 1960 Plize.
Answer: Donald - GLASERB 18. Identify the following Colelidge poems from lines for the stated number of points.

1. For 5 points: " That selfsame moment I could pray/ And from my neck so free/ The albatross fell off and sank/ Like lead into the
sea"
Answer: The - RIME OF THE ANCIENT MARINER2. For 10 points: "A grief without pang, void, dark and drear/ A stilled drowsy unimpassioned grief/ Which finds no natural outlet,
no relief/ in word or sigh or tear"
Answer: - DEJECTION : AN ODE3. For 15 points: "Yes! They wander on in gladness all, but then methinks most glad! My gentle hearted Charles! For thou hast pined
and hungered after nature"
Answer: _TI-IIS LIME TIlliE BOWERS MY PRISON_
B 19. Identify the group 30-20-10-5.
30) Formed as "The Primes" in 1960, they recorded 43 top ten hits, most wlitten by NOiman Whitfield.
20) With the addition of fonner Contour Dennis Edwards in 1968, they focused on Ensemble pieces such as "Ball of
Confusion," "Cloud Nine," and "I Can't Get Next to You."
10) Members Eddie Kendricks and David Ruffin later enjoyed successful solo careers, and the band had few new hits after 1971 's
"Papa was a Rolling Stone. "
5) Name this Motown li vesome \vhich recorded "Get Ready," "Ain't too Proud to Beg," and "My Girl."
Answer: The TEMPTATIONS
B20. Identify the following related philosophers FTP each.
I. This man was a follower of Pam1enides and is best known for one of his paradoxes which states that motion is really impossible.
Answer: - ZENO- ofElea
2. This man studied with Zeno and argued that all mailer is comprised of an in·educible set of atoms, which are always in motion
circling around a void. He wrote _The Great World System_.
Answer: LEUCIPPUS
3. This man [rom Abdera refined Leucippus atomic theOlY and in one story blinded himseI[ so that he could perceive more clearly.
Answer: DEMOCRlTUS

B21. Identify these figures who played a prominent role in the Persian Wars for the stated number of points:
I. For five points each, identify the battle to which Simonides wrote a famous epitaph, at which 300 men held the Persian army at bay
before a nan"ow pass; and the Spm1an who commanded them.
Answer: _THERMOPYLAE and _LEONlDAS_
2. Earlier in the war this man, aided by the treachelY of Hippias, won a glorious victOlY on the field of Marathon. Name him FTP.
Answer: - MIL TIADES3. When Xerxes saw that he was defeated after the ballle of Salamis he retreated to Susa and ceded control of his army to this man.
Name him for a final ten points.
Answer: - MARDONlUSB22. Identify the following about a poet FTP each.
I. After his mmTiage to Clara Westhoff he published _Poems from the Book of I-lours_. Later in his career he dedicated a book of
dinggedichte (ding-eh-dich-the) poems to his mentor Rodin.
Answer: Rainer Malia RILKE
2. Published in 1923 this series of poems was named for a castle where Rilke spent two years as a guest of Mmie von Stum and
Taxis, and for a poetic 1'01111 most associated with lament.
Ans"ver: The - DUINO ELEGIES3. Later in 1923 Rilke published this cycle of poems centeling around a mythological figure.
Answer: SONNETS TO ORPHEUS

